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Foreword

This Group Report (GR) has been produced by ETSI Industry Specification Group (ISG) Experiential Networked Intelligence (ENI).

Modal verbs terminology

In the present document "should", "should not", "may", "need not", "will", "will not", "can" and "cannot" are to be interpreted as described in clause 3.2 of the ETSI Drafting Rules (Verbal forms for the expression of provisions).

"must" and "must not" are NOT allowed in ETSI deliverables except when used in direct citation.
1 Scope

The purpose of present document is to define quantitative evaluation criteria of network autonomicity categories, which are defined in the published ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2].

The present document is composed of three components:

1) to further define the categories and quantitative factors determining the network autonomicity categories;
2) to define a framework of quantitative evaluation process and a scoring criteria;
3) to describe several scenario examples of quantitative evaluation criteria.

2 References

2.1 Normative references

Normative references are not applicable in the present document.

2.2 Informative references

References are either specific (identified by date of publication and/or edition number or version number) or non-specific. For specific references, only the cited version applies. For non-specific references, the latest version of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.

NOTE: While any hyperlinks included in this clause were valid at the time of publication, ETSI cannot guarantee their long term validity.

The following referenced documents are not necessary for the application of the present document but they assist the user with regard to a particular subject area.

[i.1] ETSI GR ENI 004 (V2.1.1): "Experiential Networked Intelligence (ENI); Terminology for Main Concepts in ENI".

[i.2] ETSI GR ENI 007 (V1.1.1): "Experiential Networked Intelligence (ENI); ENI Definition of Categories for AI Application to Networks".

3 Definition of terms, symbols and abbreviations

3.1 Terms

For the purposes of the present document, the following terms apply:

autonomous networks: set of self-governing programmable and explainable systems that seamlessly deliver secure, context-aware, business-driven services that are created and maintained using model-driven engineering and administered by using policies

Autonomous Network Responsibility Index (ANRI): level of responsibility delegated to the AN in all the Operational Procedures bind to the lifecycle management of each Autonomous Domain and E2E Service

digital twin: virtual representation of a physical object or system across its lifecycle, using real-time data to enable understanding, learning and reasoning

NOTE: As defined on the IBM® website.

domain technical expert: technical expert that has authority within a domain
evaluation dimension: factors should be considered in the process of intelligent evaluation

NOTE: As defined in ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2].

evaluation object: AI application or a part of network lifecycle

Network Digital Twin (NDT): virtual digital twin of telecom network, including its own network lifecycle

NOTE: Some of the dimensions can be tailored or merged in line with actual conditions.

network lifecycle: work-flow of activities including network planning, network deployment, network service provisioning, network changes, network maintenance, network optimization in real-time

quantitative evaluation criteria: set of rules that can give a score to specific network intelligent application or system considering multiple dimensions

subsystem: network element, management system, network platform

technical expert: person in charge of defining or supporting Operational Procedures within a CSP Network (e.g. in charge of Capacity Planning, Engineering and Designing, Troubleshooting)

3.2 Symbols
Void.

3.3 Abbreviations
For the purposes of the present document, the abbreviations given in ETSI GR ENI 004 [i.1] and ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2] apply.

4 Introduction

4.1 Background on categories for AI application to networks

At present, artificial intelligence technology has achieved single breakthrough and application in local scene and local field of network. But there is no unified description language and evolution route of network autonomicity. The realization of autonomous network needs to evolve step by step in exploration, which cannot be accomplished at a single stroke. Therefore, a unified standard categories of network autonomicity should be established to measure the intellectualization level of network and guide the development of network. At present, a variety of network intelligent grading evaluation systems have been formed in different standards organizations.

Since 2018, ETSI ISG ENI has initiated the network intelligence classification project, officially released in November 2019. On the basis of TMF classification standard, it further describes the characteristics of each level from the perspectives of market and technology.

The present document will mainly refer to the intelligence grading standard proposed by ETSI ENI and its application for relevant research and exploration. The definition of categories for AI application to networks is shown in Table 4-1. Table 4-2 support evaluation of the level of Autonomicity, identifying the responsibility shift from human operator to the System.

For details, refer to the document ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Man-Machine Interface</th>
<th>Decision Making Participation</th>
<th>Decision Making and Analysis</th>
<th>Degree of Intelligence</th>
<th>Environment Adaptability</th>
<th>Supported Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>Traditional manual network</td>
<td>O&amp;M personnel manually control the network and obtain network alarms and logs</td>
<td>How (command)</td>
<td>All-manual</td>
<td>Single and shallow awareness (SNMP events and alarms)</td>
<td>Lack of understanding (manual understanding)</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Single scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Partially automated network automated diagnostics</td>
<td>Automated scripts are used in service provisioning, network deployment, and maintenance. Shallow perception of network status and decision making suggestions of machine</td>
<td>How (command)</td>
<td>Provide suggestions for machines or humans and help decision making</td>
<td>Local awareness (SNMP events, alarms, KPIs, and logs)</td>
<td>A small amount of analysis</td>
<td>Little change</td>
<td>Few scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Automated network</td>
<td>Automation of most service provisioning, network deployment, and maintenance. Comprehensive perception of network status and local machine decision making</td>
<td>HOW (declarative)</td>
<td>The machine provides multiple opinions, and the machine makes a small decision</td>
<td>Comprehensive awareness (Telemetry basic data)</td>
<td>Powerful analysis</td>
<td>Little change</td>
<td>Few scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Self-optimization network</td>
<td>Deep awareness of network status and automatic network control, meeting users' network intentions</td>
<td>HOW (declarative)</td>
<td>Most of the machines make decisions</td>
<td>Comprehensive and adaptive sensing (such as data compression and optimization technologies)</td>
<td>Comprehensive knowledge Forecast</td>
<td>Changeable</td>
<td>Multiple scenarios and combinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Man-Machine Interface</td>
<td>Decision Making Participation</td>
<td>Decision Making and Analysis</td>
<td>Degree of Intelligence</td>
<td>Environment Adaptability</td>
<td>Supported Scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Partial autonomous network</td>
<td>In a limited environment, people do not need to participate in decision-making and adjust themselves</td>
<td>WHAT (intent)</td>
<td>Optional decision-making response (decision comments of the challenger)</td>
<td>Adaptive posture awareness (edge collection + judgment)</td>
<td>Comprehensive knowledge</td>
<td>Forward forecast</td>
<td>Changeable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Autonomous network</td>
<td>In different network environments and network conditions, the network can automatically adapt to and adjust to meet people’s intentions</td>
<td>WHAT (intent)</td>
<td>Machine self-decision</td>
<td>Adaptive deterioration optimization (edge closed-loop, including collection, judgment, and optimization)</td>
<td>Self-evolution and knowledge reasoning</td>
<td>Any change</td>
<td>Any scenario &amp; combination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-2 below referenced from ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2] reports the level of network autonomicity from a Market point of view, showing the users perception relating to the business functions of BSS. It is in good alignment with concept defined within TM forum. The scheduling, perception, analysis, customer experience, system capabilities & network generation may be mapped to technical capabilities. Some like perception and analysis are a one to one mapping. Others, like MMI degree of intelligence and environment adaptability may each have both a customers and systems aspects.

As reported in clause 5.2 in ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2] about market relevance: "The factors that impact the market relevance of network autonomicity involve the possibility to adapt the system and create service offers in different scenarios and involving, according to the 5G network concept, different stakeholders covering a part of or the whole service chain. The market relevance is determined by aspects as the level of simplicity of the AI assisted Network management, the resulting flexibility of the supported services, the required effort and staffing to operate and manage the network, the usage of resources and energy, the level of customer experience". 
Table 4-2: Level of network autonomicity from a market point of view (Source: ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Scheduling execution</th>
<th>Perception monitoring</th>
<th>Analysis and decision-making</th>
<th>Customer experience</th>
<th>System capability</th>
<th>Example of network generation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>Manual O&amp;M</td>
<td>O&amp;M operators manually control the network and obtain network alarms and logs</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Command line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Assisted O&amp;M</td>
<td>Automated scripts are used in service provisioning, network deployment, and maintenance. Shallow perception of network status and machine suggestions for decision making</td>
<td>Operator and system</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Selected service scenarios</td>
<td>NMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Partial automation</td>
<td>Automation of most service provisioning, network deployment, and maintenance. Comprehensive perception of network status and local machine decision making</td>
<td>Operator and System</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Selected service scenarios</td>
<td>NMS + controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Conditional automation</td>
<td>In specific environmental and network conditions there is automatic network control and adaptation</td>
<td>Mostly System</td>
<td>Operator and system</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Multiple service scenarios</td>
<td>Single-domain: Automation + perception analysis + limited context-awareness trigger conditions drive closed-loop management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Scheduling execution</td>
<td>Perception monitoring</td>
<td>Analysis and decision-making</td>
<td>Customer experience</td>
<td>System capability</td>
<td>Example of network generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Partial autonomicity</td>
<td>Deep awareness of network status; in most cases the network performs autonomic; decision-making and operation adjustment</td>
<td>Mostly System</td>
<td>Operator and System</td>
<td>Operator and System</td>
<td>Operator and System</td>
<td>Multiple service scenarios</td>
<td>Cross-domain (for some service scenarios): Automation + perception analysis + experience; context-awareness and simple cognitive processing closed-loop management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Full autonomicity</td>
<td>In all environmental and network conditions, the network can automatically adapt</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Any service scenario</td>
<td>Cross-domain and any service: Automation + perception analysis + experience; situation awareness and cognitive processing closed-loop management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 The motivation for evaluating categories of AI application to network

Evaluation for categories of AI application to network is proposed to give a score to a specific network intelligent application considering multiple dimensions (e.g. data collection, analysis, decision, etc.).

Based on the definition of categories and of application cases, according to the use of AI in the implementation process:

1) the technical requirements of each link and step are detailed;
2) the test verification scheme and specification are formulated;
3) the evaluation criteria and index are quantified.

In the evaluation, it is necessary to avoid the requirements for the specific implementation methods of intelligence, and focus on the evaluation of the implementation effect, such as the degree of automation, whether closed-loop, unit efficiency, etc.

![Figure 4-1: The categorization and evaluation for AI application to network](image)

The definition and evaluation of categories for AI application to network complement each other, jointly promote network evolution.

The goals and motivation of definition of network autonomicity categories:

- Unified evaluation: Provide basis for categories of network intelligence and promote the whole industry to form a unified understanding of intelligent network and other related concepts.
- Planning Guideline: Provide reference for operators to formulate relevant strategies, and clarify the stage division and stage objectives of development planning.
- Decision-making assistance: Provide decision-making assistance for operators, equipment manufacturers and other industry participants in technology cooperation, product planning, etc.

The goals and motivation of quantitative evaluation criteria:

- Network Evaluation: quantitatively evaluating capability of autonomous network.
- Implementation: defining a process of evaluating network autonomicity categories.
- Technology Innovation: cognizing the disadvantages of the current network and applications, developing new technologies to improve the level of network autonomicity.

4.3 Responsibility Index in Autonomous Network

Autonomous Network introduces a new aspect to be considered in parallel to the technical capabilities of the Network and related management systems in themselves. Responsibility and Liability related to autonomous decision represent a relevant point to be taken into account.
The defining characteristic of an Autonomous Network is its ability to assume Responsibilities that the Humans accept to delegate it.

According to this statement, the level of Autonomicity assumed by network can potentially be regarded less as a technical one and more related to the decision responsibilities delegated to network by the Operator. Please refer to Table 4-2 for more information on Operator vs Network responsibilities and roles.

ENI Engine is an enabler for network decision making process across the overall lifecycle of the assisted system.

The Operator, according to AI training and a proper growth in trust for the network capacity to take final decision, can delegate the responsibility of the decision to AN stepwise.

Any reference in the follow up to the network Responsibility, refers to the level of Responsibility the Operator delegated to the network to autonomously take the final decision before it get executed.

In some specific case, Human intervention could be needed to execute actions according to decisions taken automatically by network (e.g. expansion of a datacentre according to a capacity plan generated automatically).

In this case, the Responsibility remains with the network (final decision maker), regardless of the Executor.

In general, responsibility is with the entity taking the ultimate decision, independently of how and who implement the related actions.

The Operator, in delegating the network for final decision, express trust in network to be properly trained by its experts and to correctly behave in obtaining expected results. The liability for errors, SLA breach or wrong investment or any unexpected side effects remain within the Operator remit and is out of scope for the determination of the Autonomicity Level of the network itself.

Autonomous Network have to control the lifecycle of two main entities: Autonomous Domains and E2E Services.

The Responsibility Level is than strictly related to the level of Autonomicity of the Network in managing the lifecycle of all its Autonomous Domains and E2E Services.

A quantification of the overall Responsibility Level assumed by the network could be estimated by analysing the lifecycle and relative Operational phases (network planning, network deployment, network service provisioning, network changes, network maintenance, network optimization) of each individual Autonomous Domain within the network, as well as of any E2E Service type.

To properly quantify the Responsibility Level within a Network, Responsibility Matrixes have to be created, having the phases of the Operator Lifecycle in each column and in each row the Technology Domains (e.g. Transport, Radio, Fixed Access) or E2E Services (e.g. VoLTE, Enterprise Hybrid Cloud connection, Enterprise VPN).

For each cell of the matrix, a Responsibility Index (e.g. 0 - 5) could be estimated according to:

1) operator responsible of the decision;
2) network has tool to guide and support Operator decision and immediate side effects;
3) network recommend decision presenting a complete view of the element supporting the decision and the possible side effects;
4) as per level 3, but network has the possibility to take fully autonomous decision in off-peak hours;
5) network fully autonomous in taking decisions, with escalation to Technical Experts in case of severe unforeseeable events.

The following Tables 4.3 and 4.4 is indicative and modification to lifecycle phases or additions of other Autonomous Domains or E2E services is possible network planning, network deployment, network service provisioning, network changes, network maintenance, and network optimization.
### Table 4-3: Operator Lifecycle Responsibility within Network Domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifecycle/Autonomous Domain</th>
<th>Auto Domain Weight</th>
<th>Total Phase Weight (0..1)</th>
<th>Network Planning</th>
<th>Network Deployment</th>
<th>Network Service Provisioning</th>
<th>Network Changes</th>
<th>Network Maintenance</th>
<th>Network Optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase Weight (0..1)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Network</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Access</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4-4: Operator Lifecycle responsibility within E2E Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifecycle/E2E Services</th>
<th>E2E Service Weight</th>
<th>Total Phase Weight (0..1)</th>
<th>Network Planning</th>
<th>Network Deployment</th>
<th>Network Service Provisioning</th>
<th>Network Changes</th>
<th>Network Maintenance</th>
<th>Network Optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase Weight (0..1)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoLTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise VPN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Hybrid Cloud Connectivity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For both the Autonomous Domain and the E2E Services, a partial Autonomous Network Responsibility Index (ANRI) have to be calculated, respectively ANRItd and ANRIes. For each row a weighted mean value of all the Lifecycle phases will be calculated. A following weighted mean values of those results will be done on a column bases.

A total ANRI Responsibility Index is than calculated with a weighted mean value of the two value above:

\[
ANRI = \frac{W_{td} \times ANRI_{td} + W_{es} \times ANRI_{es}}{W_{td} + W_{es}}
\]

The calculated (ANRI) could be an additional component of the Score S determined in Table 5-2.

On the other side, due to the completeness of the evaluation required to evaluate the ANRI, it can be considered as the achieved level of Autonomicity achieved by the network itself.

ANRI is a methodology for calculating the \( S_{\text{emp}} \) (score of Decision Making Participation) as defined and used in clause 5.2.

## 5 Evaluation criteria of categories for AI application to Network

### 5.1 Framework of quantitative evaluation process

The general process of evaluating categories of AI application to network includes five steps: the identification of the evaluation object, the division of the evaluation dimension, the analysis of the evaluation object, the scoring of the evaluation dimension and the acquisition of the evaluation result, as shown in Figure 5-1.

![Figure 5-1: Framework of quantitative evaluation process](image)

The specific process is as follows:

1) The identification of the evaluation object:

When the evaluation object is selected from the actual production system, it needs to be defined from two dimensions: the end to end subsystems and network lifecycle, so as to better analyse the corresponding quantitative indicators. Some examples are given in Table 5-1.
2) The Division of the Evaluation Dimension:

According to Table 4-1, when evaluating an object, it can be divided into five dimensions such as ManMachine Interface, Decision Making Participation, Data Collection and Analysis, Degree of intelligence and Environment adaptability, or some of the dimensions can be tailored or merged in line with actual conditions.

3) The Analysis of the Evaluation Object:

After defining the evaluation dimensions of the evaluation object, each evaluation dimension can be divided into the following indices. Information extraction and status analysis are carried out for each index, so as to realize the quantification of each index and to support the scoring in the fourth step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Planning and Design</th>
<th>Network Deployment</th>
<th>Network Service Providing</th>
<th>Network Changes</th>
<th>Network Maintenance</th>
<th>Network Optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Element</td>
<td>Intelligent Hardware Recognition</td>
<td>Network Element Cutover</td>
<td></td>
<td>Network Element Fault Location</td>
<td>MM Parameter Optimization and Base Station Energy Saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management System</td>
<td>Site Planning Tool</td>
<td>Network Expansion Tool</td>
<td>Service Management System</td>
<td>Node upgrade management</td>
<td>Wireless Network Optimization Tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-2: Analysis of evaluation objects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ManMachine Interface(MMI)</th>
<th>Decision Making Participation(DMP)</th>
<th>Data Collection and Analysis(DCA)</th>
<th>Degree of Intelligence(DI)</th>
<th>Environment Adaptability(EA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Requirements</td>
<td>Decision-making - Content</td>
<td>Collection Content</td>
<td>Analysis Content</td>
<td>Robustness index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface mode</td>
<td>Decision-making Methods</td>
<td>Collection Methods</td>
<td>Analysis Methods</td>
<td>Adaptation mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Requirements</td>
<td>Decision-making Results</td>
<td>Collection Results</td>
<td>Analysis Results</td>
<td>Adaptation Result/Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE 1: The accuracy of adaptive time division needs further study.

NOTE 2: How to quantify environmental change needs further study.

4) The Scoring of the Evaluation Dimension:

In accordance with the scoring principles in clause 5.2.1, after obtaining the detailed status of each dimension in step 3, each dimension will be scored.

5) The Acquisition of the Evaluation Result:

At the end of the scoring of each dimension, it is necessary to perform a weighted calculation based on each score to obtain the score of the entire evaluated object. The presentation of the evaluation results is described in clause 5.2.3.
5.2 Scoring principles and specification of the single scenario

5.2.1 Scoring principles and specification

According to the evaluating process defined, the evaluation of categories for single scenario involves two parts:

1) Scoring of each evaluation dimension ($S_{mni}$, $S_{dmp}$, $S_{dca}$, $S_{di}$, $S_{ea}$):

   The purpose of this step is to complete the scoring of ManMachine Interface, Decision Making Participation, Data Collection and Analysis, Degree of Intelligence and Environment Adaptability, and lay the foundation for the overall scoring of the evaluation object. Note that inevitable subjective factors will influence the evaluation.

   According to the Table 4-1, the score of each dimension can be divided into six categories: $S = 0$, $S = 1$, $S = 2$, $S = 3$, $S = 4$, $S = 5$. The scoring rules are as follows:

   - $S_{mni}$: means the score of ManMachine Interface. According to Tables 5-1 and 5-2, Interface Mode is the index that has the greatest impact on the score of this dimension. For example, when the interface mode is command, the dimension score is $S = 0$ or $S = 1$. But the more accurate score can be determined by two other indices: User Requirements and System Requirements. Obviously, when $S = 1$, the requirements generated by the system should be greater than the user’s, or the system can better understand the command.

   - $S_{dmp}$: means the score of Decision Making Participation. Decision-making Methods is the index that has the greatest impact on the score of this dimension. When the proportion of work done by the system is 0 %, $S = 0$; When the proportion of work done by the system is less than 50 %, $S = 1$; When the proportion of work done by the system is 50 % ~ 75 %, $S = 2$; When the proportion of work done by the system is 75 % ~ 90 %, $S = 3$; When the proportion of work done by the system is more than 90 %, $S = 4$. When the proportion of work done by the system is 100 %, $S = 5$. The percentage can be determined by two other indices of the evaluated object: Decision-making Dimension and Decision-making Results.

   - $S_{dca}$: means the score of Data Collection and Analysis. Collection Methods is the index that has the greatest impact on the score of this dimension. When the proportion of work done by the system is 0 %, $S = 0$; When the proportion of work done by the system is less than 50 %, $S = 1$; When the proportion of work done by the system is 50 % ~ 75 %, $S = 2$; When the proportion of work done by the system is 75 % ~ 90 %, $S = 3$; When the proportion of work done by the system is more than 90 %, $S = 4$. When the proportion of work done by the system is 100 %, $S = 5$. The percentage can be determined by two other indices of the evaluated object: Collection Content and Collection Results.

   - $S_{di}$: means the score of Degree of Intelligence. Analysis Methods is the index that has the greatest impact on the score of this dimension. When the proportion of work done by the system is 0 %, $S = 0$; When the proportion of work done by the system is less than 50 %, $S = 1$; When the proportion of work done by the system is 50 % ~ 75 %, $S = 2$; When the proportion of work done by the system is 75 % ~ 90 %, $S = 3$; When the proportion of work done by the system is more than 90 %, $S = 4$. When the proportion of work done by the system is 100 %, $S = 5$. The percentage can be determined by two other indices of the evaluated object: Analysis Content and Analysis Results.

   - $S_{ea}$: means the score of Environment Adaptability.

   NOTE: How to quantify environmental change needs further study.

2) The overall scoring of evaluation object ($S$):

   After completing the evaluation of each dimension, the overall score of the evaluation object can be completed based on the following formula:

\[
S = w_{mni} \times S_{mni} + w_{dmp} \times S_{dmp} + w_{dca} \times S_{dca} + w_{di} \times S_{di} + w_{ea} \times S_{ea}
\]

   $w_{mni}$ means the weight of ManMachine Interface.

   $w_{dmp}$ means the weight of Decision Making Participation in overall scoring.
\( w_{\text{dca}} \) means the weight of Data Collection and Analysis in overall scoring.

\( w_{\text{di}} \) means the weight of Degree of Intelligence in overall scoring.

\( w_{\text{ea}} \) means the weight of Environment Adaptability in overall scoring.

The weight can be determined by the following methods:

- Expert experience.
- From the perspective of evaluation dimension, it can be determined by some fuzzy quantization algorithms, e.g. the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) introduced in clause 5.2.2.
- From the perspective of key effect indicators of evaluation objects, the weight is determined by analysing the influence of dimensions on effect indicators, e.g. accuracy, real-time, unit income, etc.

The corresponding relation between network autonomicity categories and overall score is shown in Table 5-3.

### Table 5-3: The corresponding relation between categories and overall Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score (( S ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L0</td>
<td>( S &lt; 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>( 1 \leq S &lt; 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>( 2 \leq S &lt; 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>( 3 \leq S &lt; 4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>( 4 \leq S &lt; 5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>( S = 5 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2.2 Weights determined by Analytic Hierarchy Process

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a decision analysis method that combines qualitative and quantitative methods to solve complex multi-objective problems. The specific steps of applying this method to evaluate network autonomicity categories are as follows:

1) Establish a hierarchical model:

Firstly, according to the relationship among the decision alternative (categories), decision criteria (dimension) and target (evaluation objects), it is divided into the highest level, the middle level and the lowest level, as shown in Figure 5-2:

- The highest level refers to the purpose of the decision or the problem to be solved. Here, the verification goal is the autonomicity categories of the evaluation object.
- The middle level refers to the factors to be considered or the criteria for decision making. Here, it refers to the evaluation dimensions.
- The lowest level refers to the alternatives for decision making, here it refers to categories L0 ~ L5.
2) Constructing a judgment (paired comparison) matrix $A$:
   - Expert experience is used to judge the importance of each criterion relative to the target. The quantification value of the importance degree of each criterion (dimensions) compared with other criteria is given reasonably, which can be obtained through Table 5-4.

   **Table 5-4: Quantitative value of the importance of each dimension**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison between criterion I and criterion J</th>
<th>Quantization value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equally important</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slightly important</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More important</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly important</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely important</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate value of two adjacent judgments</td>
<td>2, 4, 6, 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   - The weights are arranged in order to construct the following judgment (paired comparison) matrix:

   $$A = \begin{bmatrix}
   a_{mni\_mni} & a_{mni\_dmp} & a_{mni\_dca} & a_{mni\_di} & a_{mni\_ea} \\
   a_{dmp\_mni} & a_{dmp\_dmp} & a_{dmp\_dca} & a_{dmp\_di} & a_{dmp\_ea} \\
   a_{dca\_mni} & a_{dca\_dmp} & a_{dca\_dca} & a_{dca\_di} & a_{dca\_ea} \\
   a_{di\_mni} & a_{di\_dmp} & a_{di\_dca} & a_{di\_di} & a_{di\_ea} \\
   a_{ea\_mni} & a_{ea\_dmp} & a_{ea\_dca} & a_{ea\_di} & a_{ea\_ea}
   \end{bmatrix}$$

   $a_{mni\_mni}$ means the quantization value of comparison between ManMachine Interface and ManMachine Interface.

   $a_{mni\_dmp}$ means the quantization value of comparison between ManMachine Interface and Decision Making Participation.

   $a_{mni\_dca}$ means the quantization value of comparison between ManMachine Interface and Data Collection and Analysis.

   $a_{mni\_di}$ means the quantization value of comparison between ManMachine Interface and Degree of Intelligence.

   $a_{mni\_ea}$ means the quantization value of comparison between ManMachine Interface and Environment Adaptability. Others and so on.
3) Consistency test and weight determination:

The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue ($\lambda_{max}$) of the judgment matrix is normalized to $W$. Generally, when consistency ratio $CR = \frac{CI}{RI} < 0.1$, it is considered that the degree of inconsistency of $A$ is within the allowable range, with satisfactory consistency, and passes the consistency test. The final weight vector can be obtained by its normalized eigenvector:

$$W = \{w_{a1}, w_{a2}, w_{a3}, w_{a4}, w_{a5}\}$$

Otherwise, the paired comparison matrix $A$ should be reconstructed.

- The consistency index $CI$ is defined as $CI = \frac{m^{max-n}}{n-1}$: $n$ represents as the number of dimensions; when $CI = 0$, it means complete consistency; the greater the value of $CI$, the greater the inconsistency.

- In order to measure the scope of $CI$, the random consistency index $RI$ is introduced, as shown in Table 5-5.

### Table 5-5: The values of RI (Random Index)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.3 Recommended values of KPI for each intelligent level in some scenarios

Network KPI is an important reference to evaluate the level of network intelligence, and can even be one of the decisive factors.

After determining the intelligence level of the evaluation object through the methods mentioned in clauses 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, find out the KPI that the evaluation object needs to meet in this level according to Table 5-6. If not, it can be concluded that the evaluation result is not convincing.

Instruction:

1) Due to the diversity of network intelligent application scenarios, Table 5-6 only lists the common typical scenarios of existing stage studies, and KPI indicators of each level are for reference only.

2) At present, the intelligence level of most scenarios is between L1 and L2, while L5 is the long-term goal of intelligence. Therefore, the proposed KPI for L1 and L5 is not required to be provided temporary.
### Table 5-6: Recommended values of KPI for each intelligent level in some scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifecycle</th>
<th>Application scenario</th>
<th>KPI for CSP</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Target value of L2</th>
<th>Target value of L3</th>
<th>Target value of L4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Planning</td>
<td>Network capacity expansion planning</td>
<td>Expansion accuracy</td>
<td>Cost reduction</td>
<td>90 %</td>
<td>92 %</td>
<td>95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network agile deployment</td>
<td>Preparation time of devices deployment</td>
<td>Operation efficiency improvement</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wireless network management deployment</td>
<td>Installation time of network management</td>
<td>Operation efficiency improvement</td>
<td>Silent (Auto) install &lt; 120 minutes</td>
<td>Automatic north interface docking, Self-checking, deployment report output &lt; 90 minutes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intelligent base station opening</td>
<td>Amount and duration of base station data configuration parameters</td>
<td>Operation efficiency improvement</td>
<td>Number of templated adjustment parameters &lt; 20</td>
<td>Time from automatic site opening to report output &lt; 60 minutes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Deployment</td>
<td>Network anomaly detection, diagnosis and intelligent recovery</td>
<td>Average unavailable time of monthly special line business</td>
<td>Network quality improvement</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>0.5 hours</td>
<td>0.3 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis and diagnosis of low optical power level in PON link</td>
<td>Low optical power level rate of ONU</td>
<td>Network quality improvement</td>
<td>Accuracy of diagnosis and analysis &gt; 70 %</td>
<td>Accuracy of diagnosis and analysis &gt; 80 %</td>
<td>Accuracy of diagnosis and analysis &gt; 90 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network fault root-cause analysis</td>
<td>Alarm compression rate; Alarm automatic root cause analysis accuracy</td>
<td>Operation efficiency improvement</td>
<td>Realize root cause analysis and compression of top6 alarm: automatic analysis rate &gt; 70 %, compression &gt; 45 %</td>
<td>Realize root cause analysis and compression of all alarms: automatic analysis rate &gt; 90 %, compression &gt; 70 %</td>
<td>Alarm root cause diagnosis and self-healing accuracy rate &gt; 90 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Maintenance</td>
<td>CDN intelligent scheduling</td>
<td>CDN traffic balance deviation</td>
<td>Network utilization improvement</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KPI analysis and optimization</td>
<td>CDN hotspot miss rate; User experience improvement</td>
<td>Automation proportion of KPI optimization process</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Achieve basic perception automation rate &gt; 85 %</td>
<td>Network quality improvement</td>
<td>The accuracy of anomaly index and cell identification &gt; 80 %; the accuracy of automatic output optimization scheme &gt; 85 %</td>
<td>30 % improvement of major KPI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Energy saving rate in idle time &gt; 20 %</td>
<td>Energy saving rate in idle time &gt; 25 %</td>
<td>Energy saving rate in idle time &gt; 30 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intelligent Energy Management of BS</td>
<td>Energy saving effect</td>
<td>cost reduction</td>
<td>Energy saving rate in idle time &gt; 20 %</td>
<td>Energy saving rate in idle time &gt; 25 %</td>
<td>Energy saving rate in idle time &gt; 30 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.4 Presentation of evaluation result

In order to better demonstrate the process and results of the category evaluation, tuples and radar maps can be used to represent them.

1) Representation in quintuple form.

In order to fully display the key information of the evaluation object, it is expressed as follows:

\{Name of evaluation object, Autonomous domain, Subsystem, Network lifecycle, Category\}

Autonomous domain includes RAN, Transport, Core Network, Wireless network, Fixed Access, etc.

2) Representation in radar map:

As shown in Figure 5-3, each axis of radar map represents an evaluation dimension. Radar map can intuitively represent the distribution state of intelligence degree of each dimension. At the same time, it can intuitively compare the current status with the evolution targets (next level) of evaluation object.

![Figure 5-3: Example of radar map representation of categories evaluation results](image)

5.3 Scoring principles and specification of the part of network lifecycle

5.3.1 Explorations on evaluation of network deployment autonomicity categories

Based on the scoring principles and specification of single scenario, further in order to realize the evaluation of the entire network autonomicity categories, it is necessary to explore the network lifecycle. This clause takes the Network Deployment as an example to explore the intelligent level evaluation for the network lifecycle.
Figure 5-4: The Closed-loop of Network Deployment

As shown in Figure 5-4, the closed-loop of Network Deployment, including 7 steps throughout: Install, Testing and Fixing of Hardware, Data Configuration Throughout, Network Parameter Configuration, SLA Assurance Strategy Configuration, Testing and Fixing of Software, Business Verification and Intention Feedback:

- **Step 1 - Install, Testing and Fixing of Hardware:** Install the network hardware devices according to the construction drawings produced in the Network Planning stage.
- **Step 2 - Data Configuration:** Analyse and process the collected network raw data, and configure the data required by the links of Network Parameter Configuration and SLA Assurance Strategy Configuration.
- **Step 3 - Network Parameter Configuration:** Responsible for the awareness of online devices and distribution of network parameter configuration data.
- **Step 4 - SLA Assurance Strategy Configuration:** Distribute SLA assurance strategy configuration data based on the results of Data Production, and be responsible for dynamic adjustment of assurance strategy.
- **Step 5 - Testing and Fixing of Software:** Responsible for the generation and implementation of the network software debugging scheme, analysing and optimizing the software according to the debugging results.
- **Step 6 - Business Verification:** Responsible for the generation and implementation of the validation scheme, analysis and decision-making of the verification results based on the fault monitoring; Feedback the results of Business Verification to Link 2; Output the acceptance report of network deployment.
- **Step 7 - Intention Feedback:** Carry out requirement analysis again based on the acceptance report, output to the planning and design stage, and optimize the network planning scheme and construction drawings.

The evaluation content of Network Deployment is shown in Table 5-7, 5 dimensions (ManMachine Interface, Decision Making Participation, Data Collection and Analysis, etc.) of the above 7 steps throughout should be analysed respectively. ("/") indicates that this dimension is not involved in this step.)
Table 5-7: Relationship between 7 steps throughout and 5 evaluation dimensions of Network Deployment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ManMachine Interface</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Making Participation</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Collection and Analysis</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Intelligence</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Adaptability</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared with a single system/scenario, the evaluation of network lifecycle is more complex, involving multiple systems and scenarios. Therefore, the corresponding evaluation dimensions (ManMachine Interface, Decision Making Participation, Data Collection and Analysis, etc.) are also transformed from a single action to an action with multiple steps.

Take the evaluation dimension Degree of Intelligence as an example. Figure 5-5 shows the comparison of Degree of Intelligence in single scenario and network lifecycle. The scoring content of Degree of Intelligence is detailed.

![Figure 5-5: Comparison of evaluation dimension (Degree of Intelligence) in single scenario and network lifecycle](image-url)
5.3.2 Explorations on evaluation of evaluation of the entire network autonomicity categories

As previously defined, the work-flow of activities of network lifecycle includes 6 phases: Network Planning, Network Deployment, Network Service Provisioning, Network Changes, Network Maintenance, Network Optimization in real-time. The category of entire network autonomicity is determined by all of them. This clause will introduce other phases except the Network Deployment described in clause 5.3.1, and analyse the steps to be considered in each phase.

Figure 5-6: The Closed-loop of Network Planning

As shown in Figure 5-6, the closed-loop of Network Planning includes 6 steps throughout:

- **Step 1 - Intent Analysis**: Output network planning requirements (coverage area, capacity demand, etc.) according to user's business intention, service development requirement and network construction strategy.

- **Step 2 - Network Insight**: According to the requirements of troubleshooting and network optimization, insight and analysis of the network situation based on the data of traffic, performance, topology, resource, etc. and output the insight analysis report (such as network capacity prediction, etc.).

- **Step 3 - Network Planning**: Output HLD (network architecture, capacity requirements, networking scheme, etc.) according to the network planning requirements of intention translation and insight analysis results.

- **Step 4 - Planning Simulation**: According to the results of network planning, the correctness and rationality of HLD scheme planning are evaluated and tested by simulation.

- **Step 5 - Network Design**: According to the HLD scheme, combined with the current network prospecting, equipment procurement selection, networking technical requirements in the solution and other factors, output LLD (such as naming specification, address planning, number of wireless site cells, frequency points, bandwidth, TAC, etc.).

- **Step 6 - Design Simulation**: According to the results of network design, the correctness and rationality of LLD scheme planning are evaluated and tested by simulation.
As shown in Figure 5-7, the closed-loop of Network Maintenance includes 8 steps throughout:

- **Step 1 - Intent Analysis:** Determine network monitoring rules (such as monitoring area, monitoring object (e.g. network element or service), alarm category, alarm level, KPI category, report alarm strategy on KPI exception, etc.) according to the monitoring support demands of important business/customers, as well as the SLA assurance strategy of network deployment and service provisioning. The system monitors the network based on these network monitoring rules.

- **Step 2a - Fault Prediction and Check:** Monitor and analyse the network operation data and external environment data, predict the development trend of network software and hardware status, and discover the potential hazards that may lead to abnormal in advance.

- **Step 2b - Anomaly Detection:** Monitor and analyse the network operation data and external environment data, timely find out the unplanned service interruption or service quality degradation of the network.

- **Step 3 - Root Cause Tracing:** Trace the specific hardware and software reasons (configuration, board, optical module, etc.) of the fault, which can support the generation of the fault recovery solution and repair the business as soon as possible.

- **Step 4 - Fault Recovery Solution:** Generate several alternative repair/recovery schemes (such as modifying the configuration, restarting the network element, replacing the board, isolating the network element, etc.) according to the result of the fault root cause tracing.

- **Step 5 - Simulation and Decision-making:** Comprehensive evaluation of alternative recovery schemes (such as whether the repair solution can solve the problem, whether the repair cost is acceptable, and the additional impact on the network), and output the optimal solution.

- **Step 6 - Service Restoration:** According to the optimal scheme after the evaluation decision, the fault recovery and hidden danger elimination actions are carried out.

- **Step 7 - Service Testing:** After the fault recovery and hidden danger elimination actions are implemented, the implementation results are verified and confirmed, such as whether the business service interruption is restored, whether the quality deterioration is restored, whether the alarm and KPI exception are eliminated.
As shown in Figure 5-8, the closed-loop of Network Service Provisioning includes 6 steps throughout:

- **Step 1 - Intent Analysis**: According to the user’s business service demands (such as the number of user’s sites, site location, traffic volume, security demands, etc.), it is translated into specific network requirements (such as bearer technology, protection requirements, network element (including VNF) list, security policy, SLA assurance strategy, etc.).

- **Step 2 - Network Service Design**: Design service provisioning scheme (topology, protocol, protection scheme, resource allocation, etc.) based on the translated network requirements.

- **Step 3 - Simulation and Decision-making**: Comprehensively evaluate the service provisioning scheme (such as whether it meets the demands of users, whether it affects the existing business, whether the resources meet the requirements, etc.), and output the evaluation results.

- **Step 4 - Network Parameter Configuration**: According to the final scheme after evaluation and decision, the network parameters is issued to the network.

- **Step 5 - SLA Assurance Strategy Configuration**: According to the final scheme after evaluation and decision, the SLA assurance strategy is issued to the network.

- **Step 6 - Service Testing**: After the implementation of the scheme, the implementation results are verified and confirmed, such as whether the business is connected, whether the service SLA meets the requirements, etc.

Figure 5-9: The Closed-loop of Network Changes
As shown in Figure 5-9, the closed-loop of Network Changes includes 6 steps throughout:

- **Step 1 - Intent Analysis & Service Impact Assessment**: According to the network change request (change type, area scope, network element involved, etc.), evaluate the user range affected by the change, and output the change constraint conditions (such as change time window, service interruptible time, etc.) in combination with the factors such as user business SLA and allowed change time period.

- **Step 2 - Generation of Change Solution**: According to the change constraints of user intention and business impact assessment output, complete the alternative change scheme design.

- **Step 3 - Simulation and Decision-making**: Comprehensive evaluation of alternative change schemes (e.g. satisfaction of change constraints, acceptability of cost, etc.), and output the optimal scheme.

- **Step 4 - Changes Implementation**: Translate the optimal scheme into implementation instructions and issue them to the network infrastructure.

- **Step 5 - Calibration and Testing**: After the implementation of network changes, calibrate and test the implementation results, such as whether the business SLA achieves the expected objectives.

- **Step 6 - Fallback in Network Anomaly**: Monitor the network status and fallback in time when network anomaly occurs.

![Figure 5-10: The Closed-loop of Network Optimization in real-time](image)

As shown in Figure 5-10, the closed-loop of Network Optimization includes 10 steps throughout:

- **Step 1 - Intent Analysis**: According to the requirements of resource utilization, reservation rate, user experience, energy saving, public opinion analysis and user initiative planning/promotion, the network monitoring rules (such as monitoring area, monitoring object (such as network element or business), KPI category, reporting alarm strategy on KPI exception, etc.) are determined.

- **Step 2a - Deterioration Prediction**: Monitor and analyse the network operation data (such as alarm, KPI, KQI, topology, log, etc.) and external environment data, predict the development trend of network performance/resource utilization, and discover the potential risks that may affect customer experience (such as insufficient capacity on holidays and insufficient license).

- **Step 2b - Performance Optimization Identification**: Monitor and analyse the network operation data and external environment data and timely identification of the problems to be optimized that affect customer experience (such as weak coverage area), unreasonable resource use (excessive energy consumption, uneven resource load), or user active performance potential tapping identification.

- **Step 2c - Load & Monitoring**: The system monitors the network status and collect data based on the network monitoring rules.
Step 3 - Fault Locating: According to the abnormal performance identification or deterioration prediction information, delineate the fault combined with the environmental monitoring situation. For cross domain scenarios, they are delimited to specific technical domains (such as wireless, transport and core), and for single domain scenarios, they are delimited to specific optimization objects (such as network elements).

Step 4 - Root Cause Tracing: According to the results of problem/fault demarcation, trace and locate the specific hardware and software causes (configuration, air conditioning, dynamic loop, etc.) that lead to abnormal performance, and support the generation of network optimization solution.

Step 5 - Network Optimization Solution: According to the result of step3 and step4, output several alternative parameter adjustment schemes (such as modifying software parameters, adjusting hardware, etc.)

Step 6 - Simulation and Decision-making: Comprehensive evaluation of alternative parameter adjustment schemes (such as whether it affects the customer experience, whether the adjustment scheme meets the optimization goal, whether the adjustment cost is acceptable), and output the optimal scheme.

Step 7 - Parameter Adjustment: According to the optimal scheme after simulation and evaluation, issue the optimized parameter configuration to the network.

Step 8 - Service Testing: After the execution of the parameter adjustment action, verify and confirm the execution results, such as whether the customer experience, energy saving requirements and resource utilization meet the requirements.

![Entire network autonomicity categories](image)

Figure 5-11: The whole lifecycle chart of communication network

After the evaluation and scoring of Network Planning, Network Deployment, Network Service Provisioning, Network Changes, Network Maintenance, Network Optimization in real-time, the score of the entire network can be calculated by the following two ways:

1) Calculates average based on following formula, which cannot reveal different features of each phases in network lifecycle, while can avoid impact of subjective factor.

\[ S = \frac{S_{np} + S_{nd} + S_{ns} + S_{nm} + S_{no}}{6} \]

- \( S_{np} \) means the score of Network Planning.
- \( S_{nd} \) means the score of Network Deployment.
- \( S_{ns} \) means the score of Network Service Provisioning.
- \( S_{nm} \) means the score of Network Changes.
- \( S_{no} \) means the score of Network Maintenance.

2) Calculates weighted sum based on following formula, which can reveal different features of each phases in network lifecycle. But predefined weight coefficients are affected by subjective factor:

\[ S = w_{np}S_{np} + w_{nd}S_{nd} + w_{ns}S_{ns} + w_{nc}S_{nc} + w_{nm}S_{nm} + w_{no}S_{no} \]

- \( w_{np} \) means the weight of Network Planning.
6 Application of quantitative evaluation criteria

6.1 Transport Network: 5G and DCN examples

6.1.1 General categorization criteria

Transport Network underpinning 5G and DCN (Data Centre Network) service is complex and error prone system, where automation of lifecycle operations could be particularly beneficial.

The reference lifecycle considers both infrastructure and service management:

1) Network Planning
2) Network Deployment
3) Network Service Provisioning
4) Network Change
5) Network Maintenance
6) Network Optimization

Within this exercise, autonomicity level 2 to 4 are considered due to the fact that current technologies either already have those functionalities available or there is a foreseeable evolution to make them available.

Please refer to Table 4-2 for more information on Operator vs Network responsibilities and roles within each level of automation.

Level 2 automation:

1) Network Planning:
   a) Manual and tool-assisted analysis: capacity management, robustness analysis, and traffic direction analysis
   b) Semi-automatic design based on offline tools and manual operations
2) Network Deployment:
   a) New devices can be commissioned and managed by system automatically
   b) Manual acceptance and commissioning procedure
   c) Remote manual configuration
3) Network Service Provisioning:
   a) Manual solution design based on network model and template, expert review and confirmation
   b) Controller automatically provision the solution in live
c) Manual and tool assisted check and acceptance of the connectivity among the Applications and towards the external world

4) Network Change:
   a) New releases and functionalities introduction done manually with help of Tools for basic consistency check
   b) Manual acceptance and commissioning
   c) Automatic rollback procedure available for configuration only

5) Network Maintenance:
   a) Manually monitoring tools configuration and maintenance
   b) Manually monitor alarms, log and performance indicators
   c) Manually recover from fault conditions, workaround and automatic rerouting available from basic protection mechanisms and protocols

6) Network Optimization:
   a) No dynamic adaptation and overflow avoidance, possible packet loss
   b) Detect service degradation based on fixed policies
   c) Manual optimization based on experience

**Level 3 automation:**

1) Network Planning:
   a) Capacity management, robustness analysis, and traffic direction analysis are automatically generated based on Declarative Policies, site distribution and service requirements.
   b) Automatically generate network planning solutions based on live network analysis results and service planning requirements.
   c) By means of Network Digital Twins (NDT), provide capacity simulation and traffic direction simulation to verify the designed solution.

2) Network Deployment:
   a) Automatic configuration deployment.
   b) Automatic acceptance and automatic execution of acceptance test cases.
   c) Connectivity and performance test execution.

3) Network Service Provisioning:
   a) Declarative Policies Service request interpretation (e.g. Service Provisioning, SLA definition).
   b) Automatic service design creation and resource allocation.
   c) Service simulation and verification before implementation by means of NDT.
   d) Automatic service implementation and acceptance.
   e) Automatic service rollback in case of failure.
   f) Services are automatically verified after deployment Monitoring tasks are automatically created.

4) Network Changes.
5) Rule based service Declarative Policies from Operator influence the generation of automatic online change:
   a) Automatically deploy new release and new features adapting design.
   b) Supports network simulation (utilizing NDT) before deployment:
      - reachability/isolation, loop, black hole and path simulation of impacted services;
      - simulation of impact on existing services;
      - Manually select the more fitting according to the simulation result.
   c) Automatically execute deployment operations and acceptance tests.
   d) Automatic roll-back to previous snapshot of network configuration.

6) Network Maintenance:
   a) Service driven telemetry, with automatic choice of relevant indicators.
   b) Automatically perform root cause analysis of active faults.
   c) Automatic recommendation of fault remediation.
   d) Update Knowledge Base when according to the Customer confirmation of Fault resolution to refine the recommendation of the best solution.

7) Network Optimization:
   a) Redirect flows automatically according to priorities, aiming at zero packet loss.
   b) Establish dynamic baseline to detect service SLA deterioration.
   c) Automatic actions recommendation, with manual confirmation.
   d) Simulation of optimization actions effects by means of NDT.
   e) Automatic deployment and verification.

**Level 4 automation:**

1) Network Planning:
   a) Collect planning intent from operators to autonomously plan the network accordingly.
   b) Obtain live network information online and predict the capacity and traffic direction.
   c) Autonomously generate network planning solutions based on forecast results and service planning requirements.

2) Network Deployment:
   a) Autonomous generation of deployment error correction policies.
   b) Software acceptance errors are automatically corrected.
   c) Provide rectification suggestions for hardware acceptance errors.

3) Network Service Provisioning:
   a) Customer provide Intent as way to request what he wants but giving no indications on how to realize it.
   b) The system autonomously completes the simulation of Service Deployment verifying the impact on the existing services and resources by means of NDT.
   c) The system autonomously performs acceptance and provides an acceptance report.
   d) Any discrepancies is corrected autonomously.
4) Network Changes:
   a) Autonomously design network changes according to service intent (e.g. network evolution, service migration, topology change, device upgrade) evaluating impacts and alternatives using simulations (NDT). Autonomously select the more fitting according to active services in some scenarios.
   b) Autonomous design review and expansion according to observed and forecasted traffic/service evolution.
   c) Autonomous verification of the network change results generating report accordingly.

5) Network Maintenance:
   a) Autonomously select isolation and recovery plan better suited for current network status, reducing the impact on overall Service SLA impact.
   b) Fault prediction for both Hardware and Software faults (e.g. memory leak, process hanging).
   c) Fault self-healing.

6) Network Optimization:
   a) Predictive service optimization, forecasting services need and anticipating overall optimization.
   b) System simulation (using NDT) and what-if analysis, automatic decision-making.

6.1.2 5G transport example

In the following Table 6-1 an example of 5G transport network categorization with major procedure and target nodes is specified, detailing the list above.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full 5G transport lifecycle</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key Features</td>
<td>Key Capabilities</td>
<td>Key Features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Planning</strong></td>
<td>Offline semi-automatic planning</td>
<td>New access rings, new areas (aggregation rings), new bearer networks, and 5G edge cloud manual offline design with automatic consistency check</td>
<td>On-line Automatic Planning Based on Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Deployment</strong></td>
<td>Automatic device management and manual remote configuration</td>
<td>Commissioning and configure devices connected on the access ring, regional, or edge cloud remotely, with compatibility check</td>
<td>Devices automatically go online.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service provisioning</strong></td>
<td>Automatic service provisioning</td>
<td>VPN, tunnel and single-station service provisioning based on network model and template, with expert review and confirmation</td>
<td>Service-driven automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network change</strong></td>
<td>Tool-assisted network change</td>
<td>Service migration (CPE relocation), topology change (ring addition or deletion, single-homing to dual-homing), capacity expansion and replacement (NES, boards, and links), and version and patch change. Manual acceptance and commissioning, automatic rollback</td>
<td>Automatic network change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 6.1.3 DCN transport example

The DCN remit is another transport use case where the operational procedure will evolve according to the generic criteria identified in clause 6.1.1.

**Table 6-2: DCN Categorization Evaluation example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full DCN transport lifecycle</th>
<th>L2 Key Capabilities</th>
<th>L3 Key Capabilities</th>
<th>L4 Key Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Planning</td>
<td>System-aided DC network design and evaluation. Technical Expert supervise and review.</td>
<td>Automatic DC network design by means of pre-defined Declarative Policies (such as Creation or expansion of DC network) Automatically calculate DC needed network capacity. Automatically evaluate with pre-event simulation and manual decision-making</td>
<td>Full-autonomous design based on DC network simplified planning intent and service evolution prediction. Autonomous error correction according to the result of pre-event simulation and post-event verification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Deployment</td>
<td>Manually generate configurations of Router, Switch and Firewall, automatically bring online and deliver configurations.</td>
<td>Automatically generate configurations, automatically deployment, check topology and connectivity of the DC network by means of NDT.</td>
<td>Autonomously corrects errors in acceptance, correct configuration of DC connectivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full DCN transport lifecycle</td>
<td>L2 Key Capabilities</td>
<td>L3 Key Capabilities</td>
<td>L4 Key Capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service provisioning</strong></td>
<td>Manual design and expert review, Service fulfillment with predefined template (such as VPC, Subnet, Security-group...).</td>
<td>Automatic design based on Declarative Policies service requests (such as application rollout, capacity expansion, offline, and mutual access) and real-time status of Fabric network, system-aided decision-making with automatic pre-event simulation, automatic acceptance and application monitoring.</td>
<td>Autonomous design based on customized and simplified service intent, specifying what is requested (e.g. which service, SLA). Autonomous cross check of resource impact on existing services before. Deployment, roll-out, verification and possible roll-back decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network change</strong></td>
<td>Manual change solution design (such as port, board and device replacement, or software upgrade and patch) according to constraints of SLA (acceptable service Interruption time and operation time window), automatically deliver configuration.</td>
<td>Automatic network changes to solution design based on Declarative Policies service requests (such as device capacity, server capacity and VAS capacity expansion, SW upgrade, patch management, device replacement, and port replacement, ...). System-aided decision-making with automatic pre-event simulation, multi-level rollback based on manual generated snapshots (such as fabric, tenant, VPC, ...).</td>
<td>Autonomous change solution design based on simplified service intent and impact simulation (by means of NDT). Autonomous decision-making and snapshots generation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Maintenance</strong></td>
<td>Manually select predefined monitor template, automatic network status collection with SNMP polling and alarm reporting, network-level visibility with detailed indicator, manual inspection, troubleshooting and fault recovery.</td>
<td>Automatic monitor, automatic network status collection with real-time telemetry, visibility of device, network, protocol, overlay and application health status, visibility of fault and potential risk, automatic root cause analysis, system-aided fault recovery.</td>
<td>More accurate fault risk prediction, autonomous fault recovery and correction verification. Autonomous backup path creation granting SLA preservation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Optimization</strong></td>
<td>Fixed forwarding queue, best-effort forwarding.</td>
<td>Automatic flow control based on dynamic queue adjustment according to predefined traffic model.</td>
<td>Autonomously perform optimization and adjustment in advance based on service deterioration prediction (NDT) to ensure that the network continuously meets requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7 Requirements of network infrastructure in different Categories

7.1 Knowledge Base

The Network Infrastructure tend to grow in Autonomicity within its evolution process due to the simplification of the Operational team tasks and due to the consequent OpEx reduction.

On the other side, trust in automation mechanisms is currently not widespread within Telco Operators.

For example, VNF autonomous scaling operation are still not enabled in many Telco Operators due to lack of trust in providing service continuity and in the underlying decision making process.

To properly increase in autonomicity, the Network have increase the level of confidence provided to the Telco Operator.

In particular, the network have to properly grow its Knowledge Base in term of technical and procedural aspects.

The basics of the Knowledge Base comes from information contained in the Product Documentation, from direct observation of the network and services behaviours and so on.

To increase the Knowledge Base, the Network has to interact with the Domain Experts present within each Technology and Service related departments of the Telco Operator.

From Level 2 Autonomicity onwards, when the Network has to take a decision it is not confident with, Technical Expert will continue to play their role.

Also within level 5 Autonomicity, the Human Supervision will not be completely removed, levels defined in ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2].

As an example within Car industry, level 5 Autonomous driving car has a system allowing a remote operator to take control in case of problems or unforeseen situations.

The Network have to present to the relevant Technical Experts the possible viable solutions (Recommendations) for them to provide indications on the proper way ahead, levels defined in ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2].

The Technical Expert will receive the full details for all the viable alternatives, including evolution forecasts, SLA level and other elements that could be needed for the Technical Expert to evaluate each proposed alternative at best without having to investigate on its own further on.

The Technical Expert will select the more appropriate Recommendation, and the network will update its KB accordingly, to be able to increase its level of confidence whenever a similar situation will be faced again.

The Technical Expert will have a proper profile within the network, to properly get prompted when needed.

On top of this profiling, the network will be able to fine tune it based on multiple aspects:

- inputs they provide within the different domain;
- how often their suggestions and recommendations turn out to be correct from outcome perspective.

In this way, the system will increase the ability to address the proper set of experts for each recommendations/decision needed.

7.2 Tool for decision delegation according to Time Dimension

The Autonomous Network have to be able to execute and check the decided actions, but mainly what distinguish an Autonomous Network from an automatic one is the autonomicity in decision taking.

AI technology enable the network to recommend the proper way ahead when a decision needs to be taken.
Decision can be taken manually, a network can recommend multiple solutions for the Operator to choose from, automatically with the need for human validation, fully automatically.

The Operator can decide to delegate decisions responsibility to the network when it feels confident that the network will fulfil two factors:

1) take the best decision possible;
2) have low probability of side effects on the ongoing services and resources.

The responsibility delegation process involves Humans interaction, and as underlined in clause 6.1.1, also in level 5 there could be escalation in need for human intervention that remains accountable for the proper network delivery, management and evolution (see clause 4.3 on Responsibility Index description in 5 levels).

The Technical Experts within Operators will have to decide on case by case basis, what kind of decision to delegate to the network.

In case of specific Operational Procedure, a different level of delegation could be accorded to the network based on Time Dimension.

If the above first factor is not changing overtime, the second factor about side effects of Autonomous Decisions decrease in off-peak timeframe.

For example, during night time, Automatic fault recovery or new release/functionality rollout could take place automatically, while during peak hours human supervision could be recommended.

8 Conclusions

Evaluation of Autonomous Level within the entire operators' network or within a specific domain within the operators' network is essential to determine the next steps needed to evolve towards higher levels of autonomicity.

The development of network autonomicity not only depends on the maturity and empowerment of artificial intelligence technology, but also needs to be based on the further development of network operator's infrastructure (both hardware and software), including virtualization, SON, etc.

ENI adapts the need of every assisted system to provide the best support and evolution: a thorough evaluation of the system is essential to determine the best form of integration.

A careful analysis of the assisted system is fundamental to determine which functionalities are required to integrate ENI; thus enabling the level of autonomicity of the overall system.

Evaluation needs to be done on the overall system using multiple aspects, involving the identified dimensions and lifecycle phases. This analysis determines the system responsibilities when performing actions and taking decisions.

The development of the standard on categories for AI application to networks is in the ascendant. The present document makes further exploration based on the definition in ETSI GR ENI 007 [i.2], and puts forward a set of scientific, general, and standardized evaluation methods that have guiding significance for the implementation of autonomous network. These studies have not been yet fully completed, there are many issues that need to be addressed together, such as:

- How to implement and configure the merger and evaluation dimensions in-line with actual conditions.
- How to quantify environmental change, this needs further study.
- The relationship among network KPIs. The network infrastructure capabilities and the network intelligence levels.

The use of the present document unites with communication industry partners:

1) to deepen the knowledge of the evaluation of network intelligence;
2) to promote the quantifiable degree of network intelligence;
3) to enable implementation of evaluation methods; and
4) to assist the guidance on network evolution and its implementation.

This promotes the development of network intelligence.
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